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Introduction
Information Systems is still a relatively young field of study that, perhaps uniquely, deals with a
juxtaposition of technology, in the form of computing and communication technology artefacts, and the
humans and organizations that design, implement and use systems built with that technology. This
characterization, combined with the fact that computing and communication technology continues to
change and advance in functionality and potential at bewildering speed, makes the task of developing
useful, robust and relevant theory in the information systems discipline a challenge of daunting
proportions. It may, indeed, be argued that such theoretical foundations as exist in information systems
are weak, diffuse and poorly integrated. Accordingly, the aim of the Information Systems Foundations
workshops is to provide an opportunity for those with an interest in the foundations of their discipline to
discuss, debate and hopefully contribute to improving those foundations.

The 2014 Workshop
The 2014 workshop will be the eighth in a series, begun in 1999 by Kit Dampney at Macquarie
University and continued biennially from 2002 at the ANU, focussing on the theoretical foundations
of the discipline of information systems. Previous workshops have generally been regarded by the
attendees as great successes since they have combined not only interesting and thought provoking
papers that have, in a number of instances, gone on to be published in highly regarded journal outlets,
but also stimulating discussions together with highly enjoyable social programmes to complement the
more formal part of the gatherings. Proceedings of previous ANU workshops are still available (see
the ANU E-Press website http://epress.anu.edu.au/). We anticipate that the 2014 workshop in the
Information Systems Foundations series will not only uphold the standard achieved in prior gatherings
but also build on the strengths of previous meetings, resulting in an even better, more stimulating and
rewarding experience for all involved.
High quality papers that have not been previously published and are not under consideration for
publication or presentation elsewhere are solicited for presentation at the 2014 Workshop. Submitted
papers will undergo a double-blind review process, with at least two independent reviewers per paper.
Accepted papers will be published in the Workshop Proceedings on the NCISR web site.
Selected papers will be considered for a themed issue of the Australasian Journal of Information
Systems by arrangement with the Editor-in-Chief, Dr John Lamp: http://dl.acs.org.au/index.php/ajis

Workshop Theme
As with the previous Workshops, the focus of this Workshop is on the theoretical foundations of
information systems. In particular, for this 2014 Information Systems Foundations Workshop we are
looking for papers that focus on the value and evaluation of information and related theories and
theorising in the discipline.
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Suggested Topics
Suggested topics for the Workshop are (but are not intended to be limited to):
• Dimensions of the value of information technology (e.g., economic, policy, social, aesthetic, and
ethical) and indicators and means of assessing value
• Business value of information systems
• The value of information systems for national development
• Value of the information systems discipline
• Value of information systems theories
• Evaluating tangible and intangible outcomes of information system use
• The value of information systems as innovations
• Design theory research relating to information systems evaluation
• Specific theories in information systems relating to information systems value and evaluation
• Comparative studies of value and evaluation issues in information systems compared with other
similar or related disciplines.
The main requirement for a paper to be acceptable for the Workshop is that it addresses clearly some
theoretical body or bodies of knowledge in the information systems or a related domain. In addition,
papers should indicate, where appropriate, the implications for practice of the theory or theories under
consideration.
Papers that are carefully argued, stimulating and (especially) speculative and controversial, and that
are likely to encourage lively discussion and debate are especially encouraged.

Important Dates
Paper submission date (full paper):

30 June, 2014

Notification of acceptance/rejection:

7 August, 2014

Final papers due:

8 September, 2014

Submission Requirements
Papers are to be submitted electronically to: infsys-foundations@anu.edu.au
Style requirements are specified on the workshop web site. Submitted papers must use and adhere to
the paper template provided on the website.

Other Details
Submission of a paper implies that, if it is accepted, at least one author will register for the workshop
and present the paper at the workshop.
Papers accepted for presentation will be published in the Workshop Proceedings on the NCISR web
site. Copyright arrangements will be similar to those of the Australasian Conference on Information
Systems. That is, the authors assign to the Workshop organizers a non-exclusive license to use the
paper in full in the Proceedings on the Workshop web site. For further queries, email infsysfoundations@anu.edu.au.
Workshop web site: http://cbe.anu.edu.au/college/schools-centres/ncisr/isf-2014-workshop/
Further details will be added progressively to this web site.
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